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19 June Wednesday

Afternoon: Arrival Vienna airport

: Check in at Hotel Savoyen Vienna

18:00: Meeting China Society for Human Rights Studies and the Cross-cultural Human Rights Centre.
   “Opportunities for China-Europe cooperation in the area of human rights within the changing International order” – Hotel Savoyen, Paris Wien conference room

19:30: Dinner – Hotel Savoyen, Paris Wien conference room

20 June Thursday

09:00: Breakfast meeting Cross-cultural Human Rights Centre, “Human Rights in Europe” – Hotel Savoyen restaurant

10:30: Time spent freely in Vienna or, for example, visit the Botanical Gardens

Evening: Dinner,

organized by:

School of Law, Huazhong University of Science and Technology
the Institute of Human Rights, Wuhan University
Austrian Branch of China Law Society

21 June Friday

: Breakfast

: China Europe Human Rights Seminar “Comparison of Human Rights Values between the East and the West”, Conference hall of the Austrian Ministry of Justice

Theme 1: Universality and particularity of Human Rights

Theme 2: Human Rights Significance of the Community with a Shared Future for Human Beings

Theme 3: History and Evolution of Human Rights Values

Theme 4: Human Rights Practice in China since the Founding of the People’s Republic of China and Its Global Significance

: Closing Dinner
22 June Saturday

Morning:
- Breakfast
- Check out & departure

Vienna